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ABSTRACT: The Eisenhower School Energy Industry Seminar analyzed the domestic energy
industry from the perspective of its relevance to national security. The seminar concluded that a
healthy energy industry is critical to U.S. national security, and many of the energy challenges
America faces at the national-level are also faced by the Department of Defense. The key to
effective energy policies is the balancing of economic, environmental, and security concerns. The
future energy security of the United States depends on the presence and functioning of global
energy markets, as well achieving gains in energy efficiency, diversity, and resiliency. The time
has come for the U.S. to implement energy related policies which will enable gains in all of these
areas, and there is ample opportunity to use creative resourcing strategies to ensure the policies are
both effective and economically viable.
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Introduction
The energy industry is critical to the national security of the United States. Without secure,
sustainable, and affordable access to energy, any nation will struggle to prosper. Energy security,
in the context of this paper, means the nation’s supplies and infrastructure are protected from
disruption. Energy sustainability implies the sources of energy used by the country can be
maintained for the foreseeable future, and their use does not pose an undue burden on the
environment or other resources. Energy affordability means supplies of energy can be purchased
at will, at prices set by open and competitive markets. The energy industry thus plays a vital role
in ensuring sufficient access to energy for the nation, and the industry is joined in this
responsibility by government. The role of the government with respect to energy is to establish
and maintain a policy framework that enables industry participants to provide a secure,
sustainable, and affordable supply of energy to consumers through free markets, while mitigating
risk to the environment.
The purpose of this paper is to provide energy-related policy recommendations that will
contribute to U.S. national security through 2050.
This study was completed under the
supervision of faculty members from The Eisenhower School for National Security and Resource
Strategy at the National Defense University by a diverse group of U.S. armed forces officers,
Department of Defense and Department of State civilians, and armed forces officers from Lebanon
and Kazakhstan.
This paper first introduces the energy industry and provides an overview of U.S. energy
interests as they relate to the National Security Strategy and the Department of Defense. It then
examines trends in the energy industry, considers the preferred environment for the U.S. energy
industry to the year 2050, and provides policy recommendations to realize the desired strategic
environment. The paper concludes by discussing the resourcing, which will be necessary to
implement the policy recommendations.
The U.S. Energy Industry and National Interests
Energy Industry Defined
The energy industry is complex, multi-faceted, and in many respects, global in nature.
There are numerous industry participants, ranging from those involved in: electricity generation,
transmission, and distribution; to hydrocarbon exploration, extraction, transportation, processing,
and delivery; and research and development of new energy products and technologies and those
involved in the oversight and regulation of the industry. While volumes could be written to
completely describe the roles played by the various industry participants, due to space limitations
only the industry sectors most relevant to the content of this paper (electricity, nuclear power,
renewable energy, oil and gas, coal, and regulatory and policy making bodies) are covered.
Electricity: Three main components – generation, transmission, and distribution – comprise the
nation’s electrical system and provide approximately 40 percent of the nation’s power to the
residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation sectors (the other 60 percent is energy
consumed by the nation in a form other than electricity).1 Fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas,
and to a lesser extent, oil, fuel more than 66 percent of all U.S. electricity generation facilities,
while nuclear power generates approximately 20 percent of domestic electricity supply.2
Renewable energy sources such as wind, hydro, solar, and biomass account for 12 percent of the
country's electricity generation capacity.3
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Nuclear Power: As of August 2013, the United States had 100 licensed commercial nuclear power
reactors operating at 62 sites in 31 states and had the most nuclear powered electricity generation
capacity of all 31 countries that generate commercial nuclear power.4 There are currently 28
active license requests for new reactors and four reactors under construction in the United States;
two of which represent the first reactors to receive construction approval in over 30 years.5 The
Energy Information Administration predicts the industry will add approximately 19.1 gigawatts of
new generation capacity from 2012 to 2040, with 11.0 gigawatts of capacity coming from new
reactors and 8.0 gigawatts coming from upgrading existing plants.6 Despite these additions, there
is expected to be a slight decrease in overall generation capacity during this period as older
reactors are decommissioned. Nuclear power, despite it prolific use, is not without incident and
controversy. The most recent significant nuclear incident in the United States was the 1979 partial
core melt in the number two reactor at the Three Mile Island power station.7 This incident resulted
in the release of radioactive gas from the plant.8 In 2011, the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant in Japan suffered major damage from an earthquake and tsunami that resulted in several
cores melting down and reactor explosions.9 This incident resulted in significant levels of highly
radioactive releases.10 The Three Mile Island incident, while significant at the time, has faded into
memory for many Americans. The incident in Japan, however, has resulted in several countries
reevaluating their commitment to the use of nuclear power as an energy source. The American
response to the Fukushima disaster has been less negative; one opinion poll shows the percentage
of Americans who favor the use of nuclear energy dropped from 74 to 65 percent in the wake of
the incident, but that indicator has subsequently recovered to reflect 69 percent of Americans again
favoring nuclear power.11 While the long-term consequences of a major incident like Fukushima
are not yet known, it appears the American people are willing to accept the risks associated with
nuclear power to enjoy the benefits it provides.
Renewables: Of the 12 percent of total U.S. electricity generation from renewable resources,
hydroelectric accounts for 56 percent, wind for 28 percent, biomass for 12 percent, geothermal for
3 percent, and solar for 2 percent.12 Other sources, such as wave and tidal energy, are being
developed and deployed, but currently contribute less than one percent to the nation’s electricity
supply. Despite their relatively small contribution to the total electricity supply, “every year for
the past decade, non-hydro renewables have increased both their net electrical output, as well as
their percentage share of the nation's electricity mix.” 13 Renewable sources are generally
considered to be safer than nuclear and cleaner than fossil fuels, because they do not directly
contribute to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; however, they are not without negative
consequences. Damming a river to install a hydroelectric plant, for example, requires vast
amounts of up-stream terrain, and often results in both up and down-steam ecological damage and
change. Solar panel and wind farm installations are often opposed for their disruption of natural
aesthetics, and wind turbines have raised the ire of environmentalists for the danger they pose to
bird populations. The issue of intermittent production by many types of renewable power
complicates their integration into the electricity grid. Despite the challenges, the hope of
producing clean, renewably sourced electricity for the country, combined with financial incentives,
continues to propel an expanding renewables sector.
Oil and Gas: At the turn of the century, America’s oil and natural gas sectors were in a state of
decline as domestic production faltered despite surging demand. However, beginning around
2007, the rising price of both oil and natural gas made the technological innovation of combining
2

horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing to extract oil and gas from shale formations
economically viable. This innovation has proven to be a game changer in the energy industry not
only for the United States, but also for the world as the potential for substantially increased U.S.
oil and natural gas production has fundamentally altered the global energy outlook. As a result of
the so-called “Shale Gas Revolution,” natural gas production in the United States has jumped 27
percent since 2000, while domestic natural gas proven reserves have grown 80 percent.14 U.S.
domestic oil production increased 15 percent in 2013 alone and is now at a 25 year high. 15 The
United States remains the top oil consuming nation in the world, consuming about 18.5 million
barrels of oil per day – which is about 80% more than the second highest consumer, China.16 To
meet its demand for oil, the U.S. imports approximately 40 percent of the oil it consumes from
foreign countries.17
Coal: Coal is the largest fuel source for electricity generation in the United States, though its share
has dropped from 50 percent in 2007 to 37 percent in 2012.18 Moreover, coal is expected to be
surpassed by natural gas as the primary fuel for electricity production by 2040.19 The decline in
coal’s use is attributable to strong price competition from natural gas, the expansion of renewables
use, and efforts to reduce GHG emissions. Despite reductions in domestic coal demand, U.S. coal
production has declined only 14 percent since 2007 because of strong export demand, which has
increased over 300 percent and kept prices relatively stable.20 Domestic demand may decline
further in 2015 when Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) come into effect.21 The most
recent MATS compliance study estimates that at least 16 percent of 2012 coal-fired capacity will
be retired by 2015 due to the high cost of compliance.22
Regulation and Policy: The regulatory and policy environment in the United States is complex
and partisan, at times inconsistent if not incoherent, and generally offers little strategic direction.
It consists of a patchwork of lawmaking and governing bodies across multiple levels of
government – there are 13 agencies and 26 congressional committees and subcommittees that
oversee energy and environmental affairs on the federal level alone.23 Additionally, 84 federal
district courts retain the authority to influence the energy industry.24 Energy, water, and the
environment are national and local-level issues, and each of the 50 state governors and legislatures
are intensely focused on “hometown” issues while wielding influence over permits, access, and
infrastructure. Finally, there are industrial trade associations, environmental groups, and other
stakeholders who seek to exert influence on the regulation and policy landscape.
U.S. National Interests Related to the Energy Industry
To be effective, energy policies must balance three primary considerations: security, the
economy, and the environment. Balancing the use of these levers, policy makers can enable a
future where energy is secure, sustainable, and affordable, but the task is daunting. President
Obama summed up the challenge in a 2010 speech:
The United States of America cannot afford to bet our long-term prosperity, our
long- term security on a resource that will eventually run out, and even before it
runs out [it] will get more expensive to extract from the ground. We can’t afford
it when the costs to our economy, our country, and our planet are so high. Not
when [future generations] need us to get this right. It’s time to do what we can to
secure our energy future.25
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Global energy markets and the manner in which energy and energy resources are produced
have profound implications for U.S. national security and the security of our allies and partners.
As the 2010 National Security Strategy (NSS) makes clear, “dependence on fossil fuels constrains
our options,” therefore the United States must ensure energy resource security.26 According to the
NSS, the United States has underinvested in new and efficient energy sources and technologies,
which are essential to “competitiveness, long-term prosperity, and strength.”27 Recovering from
this underinvestment will require a transformation of the ways energy is used; a diversification of
supplies, investments in innovation, and expansion of clean energy technologies.28 Finally, on the
environmental side, the NSS notes “the danger from climate change is real, urgent, and severe.”29
As global climate patterns change, increased human suffering from drought and famine and new
conflict over refugees and resources - notably food and water - should be expected.30
Although the goals of national security, economic prosperity, and environmental
sustainability do not all always align, they need not force policy makers into “either/or” decision
dilemmas. For instance, the Department of Defense (DoD), which is by far the largest consumer
of energy in the United States, plays a critical role in the U.S. energy industry – consumer, security
provider, technology developer, and investor, to name a few.31 Recognizing these roles, DoD
recently released a department-wide energy policy intended to “enhance military capability,
improve energy security, and mitigate costs” associated with energy.32 In addition, while the
policy specifically identifies national security and economic goals, the DoD recognizes the
importance of environmental sustainability as well.33
Energy Industry Trends
Foremost amongst the trends which will continue to impact the energy industry through
2050 are (1) growth in global demand for energy, (2) growth in the use of hydrocarbon fuels in a
diverse energy portfolio, (3) uncertainty of renewable energy’s role as a significant provider of
energy, (4) competition for water, (5) role of natural gas as the fuel of choice, (6) need for securing
energy supplies, (7) commitment to investment in energy technology and research and
development, and (8) resistance to implementing national-level energy policies. Understanding
these trends is necessary to assessing the future environment for the industry, and to developing
and implementing national strategies.
Growth in the Global Demand for Energy
By the year 2050, global demand for energy will increase by at least 60 percent (see figure
1), driven primarily by demand in Asia (see figure 2), which will be most pronounced in China and
India. Indeed, China’s energy consumption surpassed that of the United States in 2010 and is
expected to increase another 225 percent by 2040, while India’s demand will more than double
during the same period.34
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Figure 1. World Energy Consumption, 1990-2040.
Source: U.S. EIA, International Energy Outlook 2013.

Figure 2. Non-OECD Energy Consumption by
Region (quadrillion Btu), 1990-2040.
Source: U.S. EIA, International Energy Outlook 2013.

Growth in the Use of Hydrocarbon Fuels in a Diverse Energy Portfolio
The United States and the world will continue to rely on hydrocarbons for the foreseeable
future. Despite significant growth in the use of renewable energy sources throughout the world,
carbon-intensive fuels will still be used to provide almost 80 percent of the globally demanded
energy through 2040.35 Amongst carbon-based fuel sources, only coal is expected to show any
slowing growth (see figure 3). Given the growing reliance on hydrocarbons, it is likely that global
GHG emissions will significantly increase going forward absent advancements in, and
proliferation of, carbon sequestration technologies or cost effective and efficient renewables (see
figure 4). As with the trend in energy consumption growth, the bulk of the growth in GHG
emissions will come from non-OECD nations (see figure 5).

Figure 3. World Energy Consumption by fuel type,
1990-2040 (quadrillion Btu).

Figure 4. World Energy-related CO2
Emissions, 1990-2040 (billion metric tons).

Source: U.S. EIA, International Energy Outlook 2013.

Source: U.S. EIA, International Energy Outlook 2013.

Figure 5. The World’s Four Largest GHG Emitting Regions.
Source: Globalcarbonproject.org, Global Carbon Budget 2013
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Uncertainty of Renewable Energy’s Role as a Significant Provider of Energy
In contrast with the growth of hydrocarbon use, the prospects for renewable energy in both
developed and developing countries remain unclear, especially in the near-term. Renewables are
advantageous because they are indigenous, they have a low carbon footprint, and they have
relatively low energy production costs. Unfortunately, renewable energy sources are capital
intensive, which often drive their total costs (initial investment plus operations and maintenance
costs) to exceed the costs of hydrocarbon based sources of energy. In fact, a 2012 study by the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency showed the grid-level systems cost of installing solar and wind
projects was 40 to 160 times higher than that for coal and gas powered electricity plants. 36
Additionally, a gas powered plant has a grid-level systems installation cost of $0.54 per megawatthour of generating capacity, while a solar plant has a systems installation cost of almost $83 per
megawatt-hour of generating capacity.37 Given this reality, a commitment to realizing the benefits
of renewable energy (reduced GHG emissions, increased energy diversity, and reduced
dependence on energy suppliers) at the expense of paying higher costs is required.
In addition to the cost-competitive disadvantage suffered by renewables, countries with
large-scale electricity grids have trouble integrating renewables because of the intermittency of
their production (solar, wind, and hydro) and the inability to store electricity for use during periods
of peak demand. Further, those countries which have made a concerted effort to use renewable
sources on a broad scale are finding they did not entirely understand the challenges they would
face. In an attempt to offset the high cost of installation and incentivize their use, many
governments adopted tax credits, feed-in tariffs and/or assured priority for electricity produced by
renewables. These subsidies have undermined the ability of base load generators - nuclear plants
in particular - to compete with the wind and solar producers. The first such nationwide, largescale energy transition to renewables – the Energiewende in Germany – has been anything but
smooth. In fact, the German Minister of Economics and Energy recently said, “I think we need to
start over.”38 Absent a technological breakthrough that makes renewables cost competitive or the
development of significant storage technology, it is difficult to imagine countries abandoning
hydrocarbons or nuclear investments in favor of renewables at a pace faster than shown in figure 3.
Competition for Water
The combined effects of population growth and climate change are leading to water stress
in many regions around the world. This in turn intensifies competition for the resource between
the three largest uses: personal consumption (drinking, cleaning, and household use), agriculture,
and electricity generation. This nexus of water, food, and energy, will continue to be the world’s
most basic resource allocation dilemma for the foreseeable future. In the United States, industrial
water use, of which the energy industry is a subset, accounts for 43 percent of all withdrawals.
This is just over three times the amount used for municipal purposes but is equal to the amount
used for agriculture. In less developed countries, agriculture use accounts for 69 percent,
industrial use for 19 percent, and municipal use for 12 percent.39 That said, in both developed and
developing countries, competition for water resources will intensify, especially in Asia where
population growth is most acute.
As competition for water resources increases worldwide, recent developments in the energy
industry have the potential to further aggravate these tensions. The production of oil and gas from
shale formations by hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) is water intensive. Drilling and fracking a
single well in the United States consumes in excess of five million gallons of water, and because of
6

the nature of oil and gas production from shale, most wells require multiple fracking treatments
during their lifetime.40 While the demand for fracking water has not placed noticeable stress on
the freshwater ecosystems in the United States because oil and gas rich shale tends to be near areas
rich in water resources, other regions of the world may not be so lucky. Of particular concern is
China, which ranks number one in the world for technically recoverable shale gas resources and
number three for shale oil resources.41 Approximately three-quarters of China is at medium-tohigh water risk, and the lowest risk areas are primarily agricultural.42 Given that most of China’s
known shale resources also are found in the agricultural areas, the competition for water is likely
to be especially intense. The potential for instability and conflict extends beyond Asia, though, as
the arid regions of the Middle East and North Africa are likely to aggressively compete for both
water and energy resources.43 In Saudi Arabia, for example, domestic consumption of oil has
almost doubled since 2000 to three million barrels per day, which is 29 percent of their total daily
production.44 The increase in demand is due in large part to the energy demanded by water
desalination plants.
Role of Natural Gas as the Fuel of Choice
The ongoing natural gas revolution in the United States has radically changed the nation’s
energy outlook. Between 2000 and 2012, dry natural gas production from shale increased 3100
percent and now accounts for 40 percent of all U.S. dry gas production.45 This dramatic rise in
shale gas extraction triggered a 58 percent decline in natural gas imports by the United States
between 2005 and 2012.46 Consequently, imported gas accounted for only 6 percent of U.S.
consumption by 2012.47 Moreover, the dramatic increase in American production capacity has
resulted in the United States becoming the world’s leading producer of natural gas, surpassing
Russia in 2009.48 Today, natural gas is a vital commodity in the United States, utilized in the
electricity, industrial, residential, commercial, and transportations sectors. In 2013, America
produced 93% of the gas it consumed.
In the future, the role of natural gas as the energy source of choice in the United States is
expected to grow as its relative abundance, low price, and the mounting concerns over GHG
emissions converge to redefine how America uses energy. Most pronounced will be the increased
utilization of natural gas in the electric power and industrial sectors. As shown in figure 6, the
United States has been transitioning from coal to gas powered generation for the past 25 years.
Generating electricity from natural gas emits approximately 50 percent less carbon dioxide per
kilowatt-hour than coal. Further, the cost to build a coal-fired power plant increased 19 percent
from 2010 to 2012, whereas the cost to build a natural gas fired power plant decreased 10 percent
during the same time period.49 Thus, the transition from coal to gas likely will accelerate. As a
result, the largest increase in natural gas consumption is expected to be in electricity generation as
additional coal-fired electric plants are forced into retirement.50 Low natural gas prices are also
predicted to spur increased consumption in natural gas-intensive industries like primarily bulk
chemical and fabricated metals producers, and machinery and transportation equipment
manufacturers.51 The final growth area in the United States for natural gas is the transportation
sector. Since 1997, consumption of natural gas for transport increased almost 400 percent.52 As
infrastructure expands across the country, the viability of natural gas as an alternative to diesel fuel
for use in the trucking and railroad sectors will continue to increase.
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Figure 6. U.S. Coal and Gas Shares in Power Generation.
Source: IEA, Gas to Coal Competition in the U.S. Power Sector.

Securing Energy Supplies
Primarily enabled by the proliferation of cheap and readily accessible shale gas and the
increased use of renewable sources to generate electricity, the United States is becoming
increasingly more energy secure from the perspective of static consumers (power producers,
industrial facilities, etc.), as evidenced by the U.S. becoming a net exporter of natural gas by 2017.
Unfortunately, despite an increase in domestic oil production and import of Canadian supplies, the
security of energy supplies for transportation use will remain a challenge. As previously noted, the
U.S. consumes about 18.5 million barrels of oil per day – two-thirds of which is used for
transportation – and 40 percent of the total consumption is currently imported.
Increasing Pressure on R&D Investments
Given the current national debt and years of projected future deficits due to growing
entitlement and debt servicing costs, national energy R&D investments will likely come under
increasing pressure. This phenomenon has already occurred during sequestration in 2013, when
all types of federal R&D were indiscriminately cut by about 7 percent.53 Additionally, some
projections have government R&D spending staying flat for the next decade or longer.54
Resistance to Implementing National-level Energy Policies
Given the continuing Congressional gridlock and lack of a coordinated national energy
strategy or policy, it is almost assured the United States will continue to face a legislative and
regulatory environment in which sufficient support for comprehensive initiatives will be
improbable, if not impossible, to obtain absent an energy crisis.55 Recent attempts at formulating a
national energy policy have been counterproductive, like the 2005 ethanol mandate, or widely
criticized as excluding concerned parties as was the 2001 attempt by the Bush Administration
National Energy Policy Development Group.56
Additionally, the current presidential
administration communicates energy objectives in the President's Energy Agenda, which calls for
improvement in domestic oil exploration, fuel efficiency standards, and the development of
renewables and domestic natural gas; however, the agenda does not attempt to initiate coordinated
action by concerned agencies, and does not address the complex issues related to infrastructure
modernization for the transportation and distribution of critical energy sources.57
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Energy Alternative Futures and Preferred Environment
While the deterministic nature of the previously discussed trends is driving the U.S. in
certain directions, U.S. decision makers also must consider how policy influences the development
of different futures with respect to energy. These different futures may be thought of as a
“solution space” because policy could move the U.S. toward an energy future that is more secure
or less secure, more sustainable or less sustainable, and more affordable or less affordable, and
combinations thereof.
Determining appropriate policy in this solution space is challenging because of the many
decisions that will be made involve tradeoffs between oftentimes competing ends. For example,
coal is an affordable energy source and domestic supplies are secure, but its use is unsustainable
due to the GHGs released when burned. On the other hand, renewables are a secure and
sustainable source of energy, but current technologies make them unaffordable on a large scale.
Similar tradeoffs exist for every energy source, and conceived out policy must consider and
account for these tradeoffs. Unfortunately, the development and implementation of these choices
are incredibly complex and difficult. For example, opinions vary across the ideological spectrum
on the need for policies like a national carbon tax or “cap and trade” system, how they would be
implemented, and what effects, intended and unintended, they would have.
As if the policy making landscape were not complicated enough, policymakers must also
take into account that the U.S. energy industry is not a “closed system.” Given the scope of U.S.
energy consumption and production, any policies instituted in the United States will have global
effects. Added to this, these global effects may cause other countries to institute new policies in
response to U.S. policies or their own strategic interests, which in turn, may have impacts in the
United States. Consider two examples. First, the recent U.S. action to postpone a decision on the
Keystone XL pipeline may cause a change in Canadian policy on when, where, and how it would
like to export oil from its oil sands resources in Alberta, which may affect supply deliveries to U.S.
refineries. Second, Saudi Arabia may change its oil production decisions based on its own
strategic interest. As the second largest producer in the world, these decisions will impact the
global market and the United States.
Finally, policy must also consider both positive and negative game-changing events. On
the positive side, technological breakthroughs such as a large-scale, deployable energy storage
breakthrough to solve renewable intermittency issues, effective carbon capture and sequestration
technology, or a truly sustainable zero-carbon transportation bio-fuel would dramatically reshape
the energy industry. On the negative side, another nuclear incident that releases radiation or largescale groundwater contamination from fracking waste would also dramatically impact the direction
in which the U.S. energy industry is heading.
With these considerations in mind, three conclusions are clear. First, the preferred future
environment is one in which our energy sources are more secure, more sustainable, and more
affordable. Second, policy will dramatically affect the energy future, and may require tradeoffs
between competing interests. Third, game changing events may dramatically reshape the future of
energy in the United States in both positive and negative ways.
Policy Levers and Recommendations
Given the preferred future environment, it is necessary to consider mechanisms policy
makers can use to manage the overall energy trajectory. Such levers of influence include the
following five elements: 1) efficiency; 2) energy markets; 3) diversity; 4) resilience; and, 5) R&D.
Each of these elements will be discussed in turn, first by covering the policy levers, and then by
9

giving specific policy recommendations. While, for the purposes of this paper, each policy
recommendation is stated in one of these five policy sections, in reality, many of the
recommendations will provide benefits across the other policy elements as well.
Of note, there are generally two approaches to implementing policy, either through
mandates or incentives. When possible, the use of incentives is the preferred approach, as users
often receive offsetting benefits to support the policy initiative.
Efficiency
Policy elements: Energy efficiency is arguably the United States’ most powerful lever as it has
enormous potential to reduce energy consumption, thereby positively affecting security,
sustainability, and affordability. Added to this, it is the “cheapest” energy available, and as such,
should be the cornerstone of any energy policy.
Greater energy efficiency reduces the demand for energy supplies, directly enhancing
energy security and sustainability. The United States already has realized many benefits from
energy efficiency in both static and transportation energy. Due to previous efficiency measures,
the U.S. now uses only 55 percent as much energy for every dollar of GDP as it did in 1980.58
Moreover, consider that 1970s automobiles averaged about 13.5 miles per gallon, but now average
around 30 miles per gallon.59
Achieving further gains in energy efficiency in the U.S. will require improved public
awareness of energy consumption, as well as the use of technology. Achieving revolutionary gains
in energy efficiency will require the use of integrative design for all types of energy consuming
devices – cars, buildings, and even industrial complexes. When design for such devices is begun
with an integrative approach focused on energy efficiency, designers are able to combine multiple
technologies in ways that achieve far greater efficiency than without complete integration.60
Analysis of energy consumption by sector in the United States (see figure 7) shows that the
industrial and commercial sectors will undergo the greatest growth, while the residential and
transportation demand will hold relatively steady. That said, there are significant opportunities for
gains in efficiency in each sector; these opportunities will be discussed in turn.

Figure 7. U.S. Energy Use by Sector (quadrillion Btu).
Source: U.S. EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2014, U.S. Energy Demand

The transportation section offers the highest potential for efficiency gains. The
transportation sector contributes about 28 percent of total GHG emissions and, as shown in figure
7, accounts for approximately the same percentage of energy use in the United States.61 In 2011,
the United States consumed approximately 19.5 million barrels of oil per day, of which
approximately 14 million barrels per day were devoted to the transportation sector. 62 To support
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its daily oil consumption, the United States imported 8.9 million barrels per day.63 Given the
transportation sector is the single largest consumer for petroleum liquids, this creates a significant
energy security vulnerability for the United States.
Achieving gains in transportation energy efficiency and fuel economy in vehicles can have
a significant impact on improving U.S. energy security and sustainability. Unfortunately, realizing
such gains will not be easy. Most of the aforementioned improvements in vehicle fuel economy
occurred prior to 1985, with only a modest increase in average fuel mileage from 27.5 to 30 miles
per gallon since.64 The current fleet of vehicles on American roads is notoriously inefficient in
converting fuel to vehicle movement. Approximately 85 percent of fuel energy consumed is lost
in the conversion; astonishingly, only about 0.5 percent of the energy content in automotive fuel
serves to move the driver and passengers.65 Further, medium and heavy duty trucks make up only
5 percent of vehicles on the road, yet they account for 25 percent of the transportation sector’s total
fuel usage.66 The enormity of the transportation sector and its potential gains in energy efficiency
make it a priority target for efficiency initiatives. Of note, the Department of Energy estimates a
50% reduction in fuel consumption by light, medium, and heavy duty vehicles would reduce oil
consumption by 3 million barrels per day.67
Residential and commercial buildings consume approximately 40 percent of the energy in
the United States, as shown in figure 7, and that demand is expected to exceed 50 percent by 2050
with most of the growth coming from the commercial sector. Experts contend that energy use in
buildings could be reduced 38 percent by 2050 by making relatively easy changes, and by using
new and emerging technologies.68 Unfortunately, this will be a formidable task given there are
over 120 million buildings in the United States, each with its own unique retrofit requirements.
However, technologies that can substantially improve energy efficiencies on a broad basis exist.
While these technologies offer efficiency improvements individually, design integration enables a
multiplier effect as most of the technologies can be integrated to achieve maximum benefit. To
date, the potential energy efficiency gains for most buildings have not been realized due to the
slow penetration of energy efficient technologies into the market place, the upfront capital costs
and effort required to retrofit existing structures, and a lack of public awareness.
The industrial sector is the largest energy consuming sector in the United States (see figure
7) and has been shown to save more energy per program dollar spent than any other sector. 69
Across the sector, the bulk of energy consumed is used to provide heating or to drive machines.
Unfortunately, nearly 40 percent of the energy used is eventually lost in the form of unrecovered
heat.70 Simply insulating pipes, ductwork, and wire bundles can help achieve sizeable efficiency
gains by minimizing losses. Also, replacing motors and boilers with more efficient models also
produces notable gains in efficiency. Moreover, capturing and reusing waste heat is a particularly
useful technique to improve energy efficiency in the industrial sector. Combined heat and power
(CHP), also known as cogeneration, captures waste energy and uses it to provide heating or
cooling. In this method, instead of buying electricity from a utility and burning fuel to produce
heat, an industrial facility uses cogeneration to provide both needs. In addition to increasing
energy efficiency and reducing GHGs, CHP cogeneration also augments the local electrical grid
because facilities can sell surplus energy to utility providers.71 Increasing current domestic CHP
capacity by 50 percent would lead to a reduction of one quadrillion BTUs of energy consumption
(almost 1% of U.S. domestic use) and a decrease of 150 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
emissions annually (about 2% of U.S. emissions).72 Nevertheless, some utilities and local
regulatory authorities impose barriers to CHP installations, while many industrial site managers
are not familiar with the technology or its potential gains.73
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Policy recommendations: Barring radical innovation in the transportation sector, the primary means to
achieve efficiency goals is to first mandate aggressive efficiency gains for vehicles, then allow
manufacturers to achieve the gains by making vehicles lighter and by equipping them with less
powerful engines. Lighter vehicles are essential to any approach to improving fuel economy.
According to the Rocky Mountain Institute, “A lightweight architecture reduces tractive load – the
energy required to propel the vehicle by reducing losses from rolling resistance and allowing a smaller,
lighter power train to deliver the same performance with less fuel.”74 Analysts believe that a 10 percent
reduction in weight can lead to a four to eight percent improvement in fuel economy.75 Lightweighting vehicles and developing technology to reduce rolling resistance could make cars 50 percent
more fuel efficient without any other advances in technology or engine performance. 76 Electric
vehicles also stand to benefit from the use of lightweight materials because weight reductions would
permit the use of smaller and lighter batteries.77 Unfortunately, despite dramatic improvements in
vehicle energy efficiency that are promised by lightening vehicles and using advanced internal
combustion engines, the U.S. transportation sector would still maintain an enormous appetite for oil.
Advanced electric and hybrid vehicles should complement the efficiency gains made by lightweighting and are likely the next generation of technology that will help autos achieve fuel ratings in
excess of 100 miles per gallon. The DOE estimates transitioning to electric vehicles across the United
States would decrease oil dependence by 80 percent and GHG emissions by 60 percent.78
As electric vehicles become more prevalent, care must be taken to ensure their performance is
not outpaced by gains in gas and diesel vehicles. Electric vehicles (EVs) are a terrific alternative to
petroleum fueled vehicles. Care must be taken, however, in establishing performance standards for
electric vehicles. Reduction of the amount of energy consumed by EVs must be mandated to ensure
they are not permitted to become less efficient than the gasoline and diesel powered vehicles they are
meant to replace. Significantly stricter vehicle efficiency standards will reduce the reliance on oil as a
transportation fuel while promoting the use of electricity, but the changeover from diesel to natural gas
for rail and long-haul trucking use will require government policy to facilitate widespread adoption of
the new fuel. To this end, policy must mandate at least 50 percent conversion from diesel to natural gas
by 2050. In addition to a transition to natural gas, the U.S. also must remove mandates for corn-based
ethanol, which has proven to be an unsustainable bio-fuel, raising the cost of corn and reducing corn’s
availability in food markets. Of note, if current corn-based ethanol mandates remain, America’s entire
corn crop could be devoted to fuel by 2022.79
In addition to personal vehicle efficiencies, the United States should also look to mass transit
and collaborative consumption to provide transportation energy efficiencies. Mass transit already has
proven to be successful in many metropolitan areas, saving 4.2 billion gallons of gasoline.80
Additionally, “a single commuter switching his or her commute to public transportation can reduce a
household’s carbon emissions by 10%, or up to 30% if he or she eliminates a second car. When
compared to other household actions that limit CO2, taking public transportation can be 10 times
greater in reducing this harmful greenhouse gas.81 Given the United States has seen miles driven per
capita decrease every year since 2004, it appears Americans are becoming more receptive to mass
transit and collaborative consumption concepts, which is often referred to as the “sharing economy.” 82
With this in mind, the U.S. should promote car sharing, bike sharing, and carpooling as a means of both
reducing congestion—in which, vehicles burn extra fuel and create emissions—and, making
transportation energy more sustainable.
In terms of static energy, commercial and residential building codes must be mandated to
require the use of energy efficiency technology in design and construction of new structures to reduce
energy consumption over the life of the building. Additionally, renovations and major remodeling
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projects should be encouraged through tax incentives to upgrade old structures to meet modern
efficiency standards.
In the industrial sector, national-level policy is necessary to stop utilities from impeding the
installation of on-site CHP systems by industry. Reducing regulatory barriers and increasing public
awareness would be important steps toward proliferating CHP technology in the industrial sector and
realizing substantial efficiency gains. Of note, government incentives for industry to encourage the use
of CHP technology are not necessary because these businesses are inherently focused on growing
profits and reducing overall costs, to which CHP contributes. Rather, industry only needs increased
awareness of the benefits of CHP and removal of regulatory barriers to installation.
Energy Markets
Policy elements: A focus on market-based operations is another powerful lever to enhance energy
security and affordability. Energy sources are global commodities, though some energy markets are
currently regional in their operation (electricity and natural gas, for example). In the future, it is likely
that all energy markets will be global, although the electricity market likely will remain constrained to
continental boundaries because of the physical limitations of transmitting electricity great distances
(one possible exception to this limitation may be the trade of electricity between the European, Asian,
and African continents where they come together geographically). It is important to note that energy
security “refers to the uninterrupted availability of energy sources at affordable (or fair market)
prices.”83 Consequently, energy security demands well-functioning global energy markets to connect
sellers and buyers. In addition, functioning, transparent markets maximize competition and thus,
affordability.
Oil will continue to be traded at spot prices for the foreseeable future, as the ability of the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to control the oil market has been limited
by non-member suppliers. In contrast to the two oil shocks of the 1970s, OPEC no longer controls the
world’s spare production capacity, and therefore, has lost the ability to control prices by being “last to
market.” Also, starting in 2003, global demand for oil surged and the world’s spare oil production
capacity fell to very low levels. In fact, in some cases, demand exceeded total production capacity. 84
Since 2003, world oil prices have risen by nearly 400 percent while spare production capacity has
remained uncomfortably low.85 That said, high prices have stimulated new production. For example,
oil prices over $90 a barrel have enabled the sustainment of unconventional oil production (e.g.
fracking in North America and Canadian tar sands). As OPEC has lost its ability to control oil prices,
consumers willing to purchase oil may do so, and global production capacity likely will continue to
increase in response to strong demand and high prices – all indicators of functioning global markets.
Unlike oil, prices for natural gas vary significantly around the world and are often established
by inefficient or less than transparent conditions. Natural gas prices are influenced by factors such as
availability of and proximity to supply, infrastructure capacity, the price of oil or oil products, and
severity of demand. They are also subject to socio-political factors such as subsidization, sanctions,
and attempts by supplier and transit states to leverage power and influence over importing states. The
United States has some of the lowest natural gas prices and some of the largest reserves in the world. It
also has a vested interest in stabilizing global prices and ensuring liberal and transparent market
conditions as its allies pay some of the world’s highest prices in large part to preserve security of
supply. Efforts are underway in both Europe and Asia to liberalize their respective markets, and the
anticipated addition of new supplies coming online from North America, Australia, and eastern Africa,
will catalyze this process by increasing market supply.
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Like gas, the market for electricity is continental, and it too may undergo transformation.
Current cross-border trade in electricity represents only a small portion of the total electricity produced
– about 4.2 percent in 2013 for OECD nations.86 Because of the difficulty in transmitting electricity
efficiently over large distances, the trade in electricity is inherently local. In the North American
market in 2013, only 1.5 percent of the total electricity produced was traded across national borders. In
the European market, 10.7 percent was traded internationally, and in Asia, no electricity was traded
internationally.87 In the coming thirty five years, significant gains in electricity transmission efficiency
are expected at the same time global demand for electricity is expected to double. 88 Because most of
the growth in electricity demand will come from developing nations, and power generating stations
require significant capital investments to install and considerable expertise to operate, developing
nations will be enthusiastic customers for electricity exporting countries. The oceans likely will remain
significant barriers to electricity export, but transmission between southern Europe and North Africa
and from Southwest Asia to East Africa may well be possible. As these electricity markets develop,
they will likely be similar in form and function to the Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) in
North America or the Regional Wholesale Electricity Markets (RWEMs) in the European Union, but
they will likely face new challenges, such as electricity theft, which is rampant in many underdeveloped
and developing nations.
For all energy sources, the U.S. benefits from fully functioning, transparent markets that treat
resources predominantly as global commodities with prices determined by supply and demand.
Although markets cannot guarantee security of supply, they provide the best capability for the U.S. and
its allies to acquire the energy they need at competitive prices.
Policy recommendations: There are a variety of options for U.S. policy makers to strengthen markets,
but the biggest impacts would result from removing restrictions on the export of crude oil and natural
gas. While this would not be a panacea, it would increase supply in energy markets, creating
downward pressure on oil and gas prices. Additionally, it would provide increased domestic
production that could be leveraged by the United States via the Defense Production Act during crises
that could otherwise drain the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.89 Further, U.S. oil and gas supplies being
made available on world markets would provide allies in Asia and Europe a dependable stream of
resources at market prices.
Export of crude oil also improves the strategic leverage of the United States in the geopolitical
arena. While the U.S. government cannot necessarily determine who will receive the oil produced in
the United States, the entry of U.S. crude oil into the international market mitigates the effects of global
market disruptions and fluctuations (e.g. recent disruptions caused by unrest in Libya and threats to
close the Strait of Hormuz by Iran). U.S. crude also could undermine the ability of petro states, like
Russia, to use natural resources as a weapon. Moreover, because China is the world’s leading
petroleum importer with increasing demand, U.S. exports would begin to give the United States a
growing degree of leverage in its dealings with this regional competitor.
U.S. exports also would hamper the ability of OPEC and GECF--the oil and gas cartels--to
achieve market dominance by cutting production. Indeed, following the row over Crimea, Russia now
appears intent to strike a gas deal with China which could threaten the flow of gas to Europe. U.S.
exports would provide European consumers with a hedge in the event Russia diverts volumes away
from Europe.90 Accordingly, the United States should expedite approval of LNG exports to non-free
trade allies, like it recently did with India and Japan.91
In addition to increasing gas and oil exports, the United States should work with other
economies to increase global supplies. The United States is currently working with the governments of
China, India, Jordan, and Poland to assist in their development of unconventional natural gas resources.
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The United States should expand this program to other potential gas exporters, such as Argentina and
Mozambique, and promote business-to-business cooperation to expedite production in large demandgrowth states like China and India.92 The United States should also partner with Australia to promote
liquidity and transparency in gas markets, and leverage its relationship with Qatar to do the same. 93 In
addition to making markets more competitive, these actions also might help accelerate global
movement away from coal to gas, thereby helping curb the growth of GHG emissions.
Refined oil products will remain critical to U.S. interests well into the future – especially for the
Department of Defense. Unfortunately, U.S. refining capacity remains constrained by the supply of
crude oil which can be delivered to refineries. The United States needs to invest in secure delivery
mechanisms for crude oil. Relying on tanker ship deliveries to feed refining operations creates
unnecessary vulnerabilities for the nation. Projects like the Keystone XL pipeline provide significant
energy security for the U.S. at negligible impact to the environment, and produce significant economic
value in the form of jobs and industrial production. Denying approval of the Keystone XL project for
political reasons degrades national security and is not sound energy policy. Further, the lack of
pipeline infrastructure results in gas and oil shipments being made via rail, which is significantly more
risky than using pipeline networks. Continued delivery by rail risks accidents like the July 2013
explosion of a train carrying oil that killed 47 people in Quebec, Canada. 94 Approval for projects such
as the Keystone XL pipeline should be granted immediately.
Energy Diversity
Policy elements: Energy diversification is a simple, but exceedingly important concept. While it may
be politically, economically and/or environmentally expedient to utilize a single energy resource, over
reliance on one or limited resources renders countries vulnerable to supply shocks and disruptions.
That said, energy diversity prioritizes security and accepts that costs for energy may be higher than they
otherwise might be to increase security.
Japan and the European Union learned the lesson of insufficient diversity the hard way. The
March 2011 incident at Fukushima Daiichi exposed the Japan’s overreliance on the nuclear power
industry. As Japan shut down all of its nuclear plants in the wake of the accident, it had to abandon
GHG emission goals when it reactivated mothballed coal and oil-fired power plants to meet electricity
needs. Additionally, Japan was forced to pay high prices for LNG imports, which has caused an
unfavorable shift in their trade balance and disruption of economic reform efforts in the three years
since the accident. Similarly, in January 2009, several European states were literally left in the cold
when Russia cut off natural gas supplies through Ukraine. Russia again exploited this European energy
vulnerability in the Crimean and Ukraine crises of 2014. Closer to home, natural gas was, at times,
unavailable in the northeast United States for power generation as supplies were prioritized for home
heating during an uncharacteristically cold winter season. Luckily, excess power generation,
predominantly from coal-fired plants, prevented power disruptions during the cold snap.
It is important to note that each fuel source has strengths and weaknesses for electricity
generation. For example, nuclear power provides excellent base load generation with zero carbon
emissions and high resistance to fuel disruption, but it is not flexible to electrical grid demand changes.
Coal-fired generation provides responsive generation at low cost but has high GHG emissions.
Renewable generation provides zero emission generation, but it is expensive and intermittent.
These examples illustrate the need for a diversified portfolio of energy sources. The 2013
production rates of various energy sources for electricity production are given in the top line of table 1.
Over the past ten years, coal use for energy production in the United States has declined from 50
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percent, oil has declined from 3 percent, natural gas has increased from 18 percent, and renewables
have increased from 2 percent, while nuclear and hydro use have remained relatively constant. 95
On the second line of table 1, the recommended targets for 2050 are based on an overall
commitment for the United States to substantially reduce GHGs while not compromising energy
security. To this end, coal only makes up 15 percent of the fuel used for electricity production and oil
is eliminated as a feedstock for electricity; natural gas and nuclear expand to each supply
approximately 30 percent of production demand. In 2050, hydro power reduces slightly to 5 percent of
capacity as aging plants are taken offline without replacement, whereas other renewables expand
significantly to account for as much as 20 percent of electricity production. With this energy mix, the
United States will not be over reliant on any one energy source and could adjust production from one
fuel source to another in the event of disruptions.
The largest long-term vulnerability with a recommended mix shown in table 1 would be the loss
of nuclear capacity, because the electricity produced by nuclear plants provides base load supply. This
vulnerability is mitigated because the peak-to-average electricity demand ratio in the United States is
approximately 1.8, meaning peak demand exceeds average demand by 80 percent. 96 Because
electricity producers maintain capacity to meet peak demand plus a reserve margin, there is sufficient
spare capacity in the system to meet demand in the short term with the temporary loss of a significant
base load provider. This loss would come at the expense of increased fuel and operating costs by the
other providers, and with reduced reserve capacity to meet the demands imposed by extreme
temperatures, but the system could meet most demands in such a case.
Table 1. U.S. Energy Production by Sector
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2013 (EIA data)
2050 (recommended)

Coal
39.1%
5-15%

Oil
0.6%
0%

Natural Gas
27.4%
30-40%

Nuclear
19.4%
25-35%

Hydro
6.6%
5%

Renewable
6.2%
20-30%

Other
0.2%
nil

With respect to transportation fuels, motor gasoline accounts for 65 percent of fuel consumed,
diesel approximately 21 percent of fuel consumed, jet fuel for 11 percent, and the remainder is made up
of liquid petroleum gases and lubricants.98 By 2050, diesel and gasoline will combine to account for
only 50 percent of transportation fuels consumed, while natural gas and electricity will make up the
other 50 percent. In this shift, natural gas will assume a major role powering railroad, long-haul overthe-road transportation, and short-distance fleet vehicles. Additionally, electric vehicles also will
achieve significant penetration into the personal auto sector.
Policy recommendations: In terms of energy diversity for electricity production, the United States
must commit to reducing coal’s contribution to generation to no more than 15 percent of total
production, while increasing nuclear power’s contribution to 25-35 percent. This will substantially
reduce overall GHG emissions from coal, but also minimize the use of natural gas fired plants for base
load production.
One key aspect of a transition away from hydrocarbons to other fuel sources is to ensure the
market reflects the true cost and actual impact of burning carbon-based fuels and emitting GHGs.
Instituting a carbon tax or a “cap and trade” system is the only way to do this. If not done, it will be
impossible to enable markets to send price signals that will make nuclear power and renewable sources
economically viable. That said, these actions must be instituted carefully to ensure energy-intensive
industries in the U.S. remain competitive and that costs are not overwhelming to consumers. This
should be done while trying to rally international support for GHG emission ceilings, which will put
U.S. companies on an equal footing with those of other countries. Of note, it likely will be very
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difficult to muster international cooperation, especially from developing countries with fast growing
GHG emissions. On the consumer side, new efficiency initiatives like smart grid, demand response,
and increased self-sufficiency via home-based renewables could help offset the increased costs for
individual consumers.
Specific targets for renewable energy use in electricity production should not be made; instead,
current emission reduction goals must be met by 2040, and violators must be subject to significant fines
for non-compliance. This will allow the electricity market to find the most efficient means to meet the
goals at the price consumers are willing to pay. Subsidizing renewable energy production skews
market dynamics and damages the economic viability of other power producers. Diversity in supply is
critical, and increasing reliance on renewables with subsidies can unbalance the nation’s energy
portfolio.
Resiliency
Policy elements: Resiliency in the energy industry refers to the ability of the various sectors to
respond to system breakdowns, disruptions, and attacks, while minimizing the impacts of the
disturbance. Resiliency requires robust system designs with built-in redundancy to ensure local
interruptions do not cascade into nation-wide system outages. Like diversity, resiliency sacrifices some
affordability for a more secure and sustainable energy system.
Consequently, building resiliency requires investment in infrastructure and security. The U.S.
electrical grid includes nearly a half million miles of lines, 5,800 power plants, and more than 140
million end-use customers.99 The grid infrastructure is aging, and its ability to deliver uninterrupted
service to businesses and homes is continually being stressed by periods of peak consumption.
Although portions of the transmission grid are approaching 100 years in service, most of the system
was designed to last only 40 to 50 years.100
In addition to age-related issues, the grid is increasingly vulnerable to attack and damage in
both the physical and cyber realms. Of note, the sophisticated April 2013 attack on the Metcalf
substation in San Jose, California highlighted physical vulnerabilities that must be corrected.101 Adding
physical barriers which preclude easy access to critical infrastructure not only prevents intentional
malicious acts, it also helps guard against the effects of natural disasters.102 Such security measures
must be applied not only to the grid, but also to the critical infrastructure necessary for transportation,
storage, and refining of petroleum products. Cyber security improvements will also increase resiliency.
As all aspects of the energy industry become more integrated through the cyber domain, the
requirement to secure energy related networks grows. In fact, the National Research Council has
identified protecting energy infrastructure as one of the 14 most important technical initiatives across
all infrastructure.103 Malicious actors in the future will surely attempt to exploit any system
vulnerabilities; therefore, cyber security is as important to building and maintaining resiliency as
physical security.
Policy recommendations: The U.S. electrical grid is at significant risk from physical and cyber-attack
and requires modernization of much of its infrastructure. Policy should require utilities and
transmission operators to invest in and harden the grid. Automobile manufacturers provide an excellent
analogue as national policy requires automobile manufacturers to invest in improving vehicle
efficiency--individual consumers are not able to make such investments, so the responsibility to
achieve gains must fall on producers.
Additionally, the United States should mandate full implementation of a national smart grid by
2050 for efficiency and resiliency gains. This smart grid uses digital technology to enable two-way
communication between utilities and consumers, and sensing along transmission lines.104 In terms of
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efficiency, the smart grid would move electricity with reduced transmission losses and allow for more
effective demand response, thereby reducing costs for producers and consumers. In terms of resiliency,
the smart grid would allow for quicker fault detection and isolation--whether caused by cyber or
physical attack, or natural disaster--and quicker restoration of power following disturbances. Policy
also should direct DOE to plan and conduct rigorous exercises that test the resilience of the grid against
forces capable of crippling electricity distribution. These exercises should expand beyond the U.S. into
Canada and Mexico to ensure vulnerabilities are not introduced from outside the nation’s borders.
Further, the smart grid also would more effectively integrate small power producers and
microgrids to further increase resiliency. Allowing easier integration of small producers to connect to
the grid – to include home and business-based renewables, for example – and to sell excess electricity
to the grid will encourage self-sufficiency. Local and small-scale self-sufficiency also contributes to
resiliency as distributed generation reduces the overall impact of grid related service interruptions.
Finally, the smart grid would also allow for the use of innovative storage ideas, to include using electric
car batteries to serve as energy storage for home use in times of electricity service interruption.
Finally, non-electrical infrastructure, to include refineries and pipelines, also must be better
secured. Past natural disasters, like Hurricane Katrina, have revealed the low excess production
capacity maintained by U.S. refineries.105 Recent increases in domestic oil production have sparked
renewed investment in U.S. refining capacity, but more must be done.106 As relatively small margins
of production versus demand remain, the loss of refinery or pipeline infrastructure could cause price
spikes for refined petroleum products. To build resiliency against these spikes, policy must demand
continued investment in the physical security of this infrastructure.
R&D
Policy elements: Research and development to stimulate technological advances has great promise to
positively affect energy security, sustainability, and affordability. Unfortunately, breakthroughs from
R&D efforts are impossible to predict, both in importance and when they will occur, so R&D spending
often becomes an easy target for reduction when discretionary funding constraints are imposed.
On the positive side, the U.S. Federal Government has created an extensive public-private
energy R&D partnership between the Department of Energy, academia, industry, private investors, and
national laboratories. This network has been responsible for developing meaningful future energy
technology through experimental and applied research across the energy industry. Since 2010, funding
for overall energy R&D as a percentage of the total federal R&D budget increased from 13 percent to
19.3 percent, for a total of $12 billion spent in 2013.107 Within this vast energy research and
development system, the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) “supports research of
potentially high commercial impact that the private sector deems too risky for investment.” 108 It
provides the ideal environment, and the only environment in some cases, for very early-stage
innovation to take place. However, ARPA-E accounts for only about 2% of the Department of Energy
R&D budget, or just under $345 million for 2014.109
Policy recommendations: Despite increasing pressure from a growing national debt and sustained
deficit spending, the United States must stay committed to investing in energy R&D, especially in the
“high risk, high reward” space of new technology development. 110 As but one example, in the
transportation sector, the commercial viability of electric vehicles, advanced lightweight materials, and
advanced combustible engines will not be realized without further research, technological
breakthroughs, and the emergence of mass-production techniques for these high technology products.
These barriers also exist for many other potentially promising technologies like: small, modular nuclear
reactor designs and the potential to make use of new nuclear fuels, like thorium; hydrogen fuel cells to
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power vehicles and homes; nuclear fusion to produce electricity; algae to produce bio-fuels; hyperefficient batteries; wave or tidal energy for electricity production; and non-water based hydraulic
fracturing technologies, just to name a few.
DoD Specifics
As the U.S. government’s largest energy consumer, the Department of Defense can be seen as
an analogue of the United States with respect to energy consumption. As such, policies that work for
the DoD may translate well to the national level. While in times of crises the DoD will do what is
needed to accomplish the mission, it is also investing in a long-term energy strategy with the same
policy ends as the nation. Through the Operational Energy Strategy (OES), the DoD is working “to
transform the way the Department consumes energy in military operations.” 111 The strategy
acknowledges that the armed forces’ growing demand for energy limits operational possibilities,
imposes high costs on the taxpayer, and exposes forces to increased risks to life and mission. The OES
ultimately seeks to ensure the energy needs of U.S. forces are met through the implementation of three
goals. The first goal is to reduce the military’s demand for energy calling for “more fight, less fuel.”112
The second goal is to create depth amongst the sources of supply for military operations seeking “more
options, less risk.”113 The third goal seeks to infuse energy security into the design and development of
the future force building “more capability, less cost.”114 For example, many similar concepts are being
integrated into the DoD as previously recommended in this paper: energy use consideration in the
design and acquisition of military systems (integrative design); microgrids using renewable sources for
forward operating bases; testing of bio-fuels in military vehicles; and, production of electricity using
on-base sources (renewables and CHP) in the U.S., just to name a few.115
Policy Resourcing
Many of the policies described in this paper require resources for implementation. Given the
fiscal challenges the U.S. is facing, these energy policies must be implemented in a “budget neutral”
fashion. Thus, the following discussion follows the same structure as the policy elements and
recommendations, and highlights areas of revenue collection and expenditure. Of note, the U.S. may
consider an “Energy Trust Fund,” similar to the existing Highway Trust Fund for escrowing revenues,
paying costs, and creating a sustainable source of funding for future energy investments.
Efficiency: Some of the policies requiring gains in energy efficiency will cost the U.S. government,
but the preponderance will fall on manufacturers and consumers. That said, gains in efficiency will
provide incentives for consumers as they lower their energy costs. Unfortunately, the time required to
recoup the investment of inefficient technology often dissuades many. As noted before, for new
buildings and vehicles, efficiency initiatives would be mandated. For existing structures and vehicles,
incentives which encourage consumers to make the initial investment, such as tax credits and
technology adoption subsidies may be appropriate. After a grandfathering period, non-compliance fees
for older vehicles and buildings which do not meet modern efficiency standards can help offset the cost
of subsidies and serve as a motivator to speed adoption of the energy efficient technology by
consumers. Of note, the industrial sector will benefit significantly from reduced energy costs by
adopting CHP technology. Allowing accelerated depreciation of such investments will likely provide
the necessary incentive for industry to move forward while minimizing the overall cost to government.
Markets: The recommended policies regarding markets would provide revenue to pay for many of the
other policy recommendations. Exports of domestic oil and gas resources will provide increased and
new revenue streams from tax receipts and extraction royalties. Approval of pipeline projects requires
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little in the way of fiscal resources, as those companies involved in the projects are responsible for
construction and right-of-way costs.
Diversity: The recommended policies regarding markets will affect both government revenues and
expenditures. On the revenue side, a carbon tax or cap and trade system would provide the government
revenues to fund other energy projects, while reducing GHG emissions.116 Additionally, higher
electricity costs would be passed on to consumers to pay for more diverse electricity generation. This
is important as failing to ensure energy consumers bear the fully burdened cost of energy will
undermine many of the other policy initiatives proposed, especially those intended to increase energy
efficiency. On the expenditures side, the government can help the transition to renewable sources and
emission reducing producers by allowing accelerated depreciation of capital investments.
Resiliency: Investment in national energy infrastructure is a cost that must be borne by market
participants. Power producers, utilities, transmission companies, and consumers all benefit from a
reliable and resilient grid. The government can facilitate the infrastructure investment by providing
low cost or government backed loans to fund construction and modernization, but ultimately the cost of
delivering electricity over a secure grid must be borne by the producers and passed on to the
consumers.
R&D: The greatest area for government spending contribution is in the funding of innovation,
research, and development of new energy technology. Smart policy supports cutting-edge research and
development across academic, industry, and government agencies. Organizations such as ARPA-E and
the national laboratories must continue to facilitate the development of new energy technology via
government grants and loan guarantees.
Conclusion
The energy industry touches all aspects of American life. It powers the economy, enables
freedom of movement, and connects the nations of the world. The United States cannot have lasting
national security without achieving energy security, and must do so in a sustainable and affordable
way. To achieve these ends, the United States must take full advantage of efficiency measures, which
are the “cheapest” energy available and can affect security, sustainability, and affordability. While the
world’s demand for energy is rising, achieving energy security is still possible, and leveraging
economic forces is an efficient way to achieve this security. Consumers must know and bear the cost
of the energy they consume, and must contribute to mitigating the environmental damage that is caused
by energy production. Functioning global energy markets are necessary to ensure all have access to
energy resources at market prices. Additionally, a balanced and diverse national energy portfolio is
required to ensure supply disruptions or infrastructure damage does not cause lasting, nation-wide
harm. Further, a resilient energy industry is necessary, because threats to creating and maintaining
energy security will continue to emerge. Finally, continued research and development into energy
technology has the potential to positively affect our energy future, and must be continued. In the end,
implementing and resourcing the policies recommended by this paper will contribute to creating a
secure energy future for the United States.
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